The basketball squad fixed the last of the freshmen teams this week by taking two of three contests. On Tuesday they hosted Bowdoin and came from behind at 21-17 victory. Perry Burdick put in 19 with nine minutes to play to give them the lead, by 20 in a four point rally. Jim Shields led the boards with 20.

Against Bentley College the Engineers won an 89-75 overtime decision. Behind 86-84 the truth and up the game on a jumper by Keith Lefebvre and netted four quick baskets in the extra period to get the victory. Lefebvre led all scorers with 22, trailed by successors Frank Taylor with 18 and John Bell with 17. Bell also scored 16 rebounds for MIT.

Swimmers lose

The truth swimmers lost to both Tufts and Exeter during the week, salvaging only five firsts in ten meets. Against UCorn, Dave Chamberlain took first place in both 100 yard freestyle and the 200 medley individual medley while Chris Jansa decided to make his presence felt, netting three long shots and a fall away jumper, all in a pressure filled game. Clark Lefebvre was 27-0 season average looks sure to hold for a 40-25 half time lead. McManus and two twistn layups.

Tyson brought the ball down the court. He hit three from the corner to ice the victory. Lefebvre led MIT 80-74 overtime with 16.

Plenary top UNH

The grapplers earned their record at 1-2 in rebounding from last week’s one point defeat at the hands of UCorn by riding to an easy 31-13 triumph over New Hampshire. In the 112 pound class Ted Miller was by forfeit. Mike Sherard pinned his foe in the 125 pound division while Dennis Boccard gained a decision as a 130 pounder.

Jay Goldman and Ken Cameron ruled matters for Tech by each gaining decisions in their respective classes. Gerry Miller gained a tie and Bruce Davies, who promotes to better than his best. Keith Davies ’83, pinned his second straight foe in the heavyweight class.

Three-folds lose two

The track team bowed twice during the week to Tufts and Columbia. Pat Sullivan placed second in the 100 and captured both the 400 and 800 against Columbia. Rich Peterson gained a second in the mile in the Tufts meet and won the mile and two mile events against the Lions.

Junior who plan to try ups grades in Cambridge. The MITC did 61-19, putting up a one point lead in the 125 pound-division while Dennis Boccard gained a decision in the 125 pound-division. Sherard pinned his foe in the 125 pound division while Dennis Boccard gained a decision as a 130 pounder.

##### Melina Mercouri entertains Sun.

Melina Mercouri entertained Sunday night in Kroget Auditorium in a performance entitled "Only on Sunday."
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Students seniors:

If you’re a college senior or graduate student majoring in any branch of science, math, metallurgy, physics, chemistry, accounting, business administration, or finance, Raytheon can give you a lot of reasons for staying right here in New England. Find out about the challenging job opportunities Raytheon has waiting for you by attending the College Career Center, December 27, Holiday Inn, Waltham (Route 128 at Winter Street, Exit 48 northbound or 43E southbound) 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

Drop in anytime and talk to a Company representative about opportunities in your specific areas of interest. With over 25 major facilities in the area, Raytheon can cut you in on a rewarding future in New England.

Technical School Graduates with training in electronic, or mechanical technology, are Drafting, are also urged to respond.

---

**WILL YOUR CAR BE STOLEN?**

SONAGUARD is America’s most effective auto alarm! It protects all types of cars — Foreign and American. Sonaguard has 4-way protection while other systems have only one. With Sonaguard you get an ear-wrenching siren, loud pulsating horns, flashing headlights, and ignition cut-off.

**ONE YEAR GUARANTEE**

**$1000 DISCOUNT**

To MIT Students, Faculty and Staff Personnel Upon presentation of identification